THE ANGELS GRATITUDE
ANGELS GLORY ONE

Dear One, the number 11:11 holds a magical significance for you. You are
subtly connected to us and will receive intense vibrations in your crown
chakra.
You will now see a pattern of elevens or twenty twos occurring in your life.
Recognize this as our distinct sign to connect to you.
Wait in gratitude and humility to receive our words.
We will assist and bless you in consonance to the present need of your evolutionary progress and your cellular structures.
The inter-galactic vibrations will positively influence your cellular structures.
You must absorb and receive whatever is beneficial for you; at that moment.
Dear Ones, these energies are dynamic and can assist your evolution. The
vibrational frequency of your physical body has to match with the different
frequencies emitted by the powerful energies of 2014 and 2015.
These energies can NEVER BE NEGATIVE!!

PLEASE REMEMBER THIS

DEAR ONE!!
THESE UNIVERSAL ENERGIES ARE POURING INTO ETHER TO ASSIST ALL
OF YOU!!
We will explain this in detail. The universal energies of 2014 and 2015 are
powerful and can effectively raise your vibratory levels.
Those with lower vibratory levels cannot absorb these dynamic energies,
even though they are surrounded by it or they may imbibe a minute fraction;
which will assist them to absorb more…later.
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This minute absorption will assist you in meeting members of your Soul
Family/Group.
These members will also be striving to progress on their evolutionary path
and will guide you; if you wish to take their assistance.
The empathy with your Soul Family will often reveal vital, intuitive insights
and usually will enhance your evolutionary progress.
As your vibratory level increases; you will be open to receiving more of the
positive energies of 2014 and 2015.
Dear Ones, you can call us whenever you wish; if you feel that you have
NOT BEEN ABLE TO CONNECT WITH YOUR SOUL FAMILY/ SOUL MATE/
SOUL SISTER/S, SOUL BROTHER/S…..
We will always assist you to raise your vibratory levels. We want Planet
Earth to raise herself out of the dense negativity enveloping her; subtly imbued in Ether…
We want all denizens of Planet Earth to ascend into the 5th dimension.
We bless you Dear One!! We are in gratitude for the words you have been
able to receive.
As you cleanse your negative emotions; you will be able to connect to the
beauty of your inner self; your inner child!!
You can access the mystical musical vibrations flowing from your inner self;
use it to cleanse your negativity!!
Please use this as the first channeling in your Gratitude Series. We want
your readers to have clarity of thought and emotions.
We are the first collective of Dawn Angels and all the Nature Angels Blessing you!!
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ANGELS GLORY NINE

Thoughts always take you in the past or future. They also control your
moods and emotions and can take you higher or lower.
Your spiritual progress is truly dependent upon the quality of your thoughts.
If you minutely introspect upon your life, you will be able to comprehend the
power of your thoughts. Most beings on Planet Earth do not think responsibly.
If a negative thought comes they ponder upon it and even utilize it and imbibe it in their life. This is detrimental to spiritual progress and the evolution
of mankind.
Please do not harbour negative thoughts. You may now wonder why negativity exists.
It is an aspect of Creation, which has multiplied faster than positive
thoughts.
If both thoughts come to your mind almost simultaneously, you may wonder
what will happen. Strangely it is easier for Earth beings to be negative.
Let us explain it to you as we perceive it. Your thoughts are deeply influenced by your external surroundings and external vibrations.
So look around you and what do you see? Nature is inherently beautiful, but
humanity has not enhanced her beauty.
Ecosystems, Flora and Fauna have been plundered and desecrated.
The Earth emits positive vibrations of peace, joy and abundance. However
humanity has focused on amassing wealth by plundering Nature.
Nature has within it, inexhaustible sources of plant and mineral wealth.
These resources are created for the benefit of mankind.
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Humanity has to accept with gratitude and utilize these resources in a positive manner. Instead they have chosen to plunder and utilize it for negative
purposes.
When you create your Nuclear and Atom bombs, you also create immeasurable negativity.
Firstly you create fear in the hearts of those who have knowledge of your
bombs. This fear will continue for generations.
Fear is a primary source of negativity

because it impels you to act without

sanity and reason.
Fear leads to anxiety, anger and depression. Helpless citizens often watch
themselves as puppets in the hands of leaders. Rage and anger predominate
and this leads to a spread of violence, terrorism and murder.
This is reflected in the tender children’s minds and some may grow up as
violent human beings. Wars and unending battles only create death and
negative vibrations.
WARS DO NOT HAVE THE POWER TO CREATE ANYTHING ELSE!!
We urge you to start speaking out….become aware that in your silence, you
have starved your soul!!
You have deprived your grandchildren and great grandchildren of a simple
right….the right to live in a beautiful and peaceful planet.
Pollution is another source of negativity. It only creates negative vibrations,
which enter our atmosphere, the food we eat, the air we breathe and the
thoughts that we think.
Would you like to be born in a dirty and polluted home? Are you going to give
your children, grandchildren and great grandchildren a choice?
Will they choose to be born on Planet Earth?
Dear One, we speak in strong words because Mother Earth is reeling in pain.
In Her distress, She creates Earthquakes, Tsunamis and Volcanoes. Please
understand Her pain.
THE ONLY CURE IS YOUR LOVE AND GRATITUDE!!
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Please sit in your homes and thank Her! As your prayers of love and gratitude enter the Earth’s vibrations, Her pain will lessen.
We are the Nature Angels of Planet Earth speaking to you. We urge you to
spread our message.
We shower our Blessings on this book, THE CITY OF LORD VISHNU.
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